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Central Bank Assets to GDP
• An additional chart from Crescat Capital LLC for last week
subject “is Government’s high indebtedness sustainable”?
• Main Central Banks worldwide still have “plenty of room” to
“balloon” their Balance sheet compared to Japan and
Switzerland (yes, Switzerland! Most of Swiss citizens are not
aware of this reality!).
• Therefore global central bankers are calling for renewed
government spending to support families and businesses
as the battle against coronavirus-triggered recession
enters a newly critical phase.

Central Bank Assets to GDP (Source Crescat Capital LLC)
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Q4 2020: strong performance?
• According to Goldman Sachs, historically, when the S&P500 Index has delivered 0-5% for the first 9 months - median
Q4 performance is +9%
• We expect “windows dressing” from institutional investors and asset managers starting from the middle of November, whereby,
worst performers and laggers are sold, and best performers are added to portfolios.

Historical S&P 500 Index performance, in case a +0-5% during first 9 months (GS/Flowbank)
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Best in class Gold Fund : Bakersteel precious metals
• During the telephone conference of our best in class Gold fund, the manager affirms again, how the sector never looked so
healthy, miners cut costs and fixed balance sheets, margins are expanding and dividends are increasing. Valuations are still very
attractive, but foremost, ESG has become a core focus also for miners.
• On the chart below we can observe, how the active management could add performance vs BM and peers.

Bakersteel: better performance than peers with almost the same volatility: sharpe ratio 1.05 vs 0.66 and 0.70
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Gold equities still undervalued
• As we know, the gold industry has never looked so healthy and miners also focus on ESG. Goldmines fixed balance sheets, cut
costs and now with higher gold prices and margin expansion, are also going to increase dividends.
• The chart below shows how Gold equities are still undervalued historically, even if nowadays are in much healthier financial
conditions. Therefore there is still upside potential, even with the gold price staying at the same level.

Gold equities are historically undervalued on a EV/EBITDA level ad also relative to gold (source: Bakersteel)
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Estimated earnings reduction from Biden tax proposals
• Bank of America analysts tried to quantify the impact of Biden’s
tax proposals on different sectors. As you can observe from the
chart, the sectors which are going to have the major impact, are
not only Financials and Energy, but also Communication
services, Consumer discretionary and IT.
• Biden will be able to increase taxes, only with a Democrat
majority in Senate and even with the support of the Senate,
the introduction is going to happen only after 2023.

Estimated earnings reduction from Biden Tax proposals (BoFA/FlowBank)
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Sector selection for 2021
• After more than a year of investigations, a report from a Democrat-controlled panel comes to the conclusion that some of the
biggest technology and internet companies are abusing their market dominance and recommend new antitrust laws, which
could lead to a break-up.
• In addition to Netflix documentary “the dilemma of social media”, we think that there are a few clouds and risks in the FAANGMT
space going forward.
• A Democrat sweep would increase further the risk in the IT space and honestly, every analyst is focussed on the tax
increase, therefore are expecting weakness in the financial and energy sector and favor the IT and “clean energy” space. But it
looks like, the risk is much higher in the IT space, after all!
• In addition to higher valuations vs market, during the year 2021 with the planned introduction of a mass covid19 vaccination and
consequently the further rebound of the economy, especially in tourism, travel and entertainment sectors, we have to seriously
analyze and understand, where the real upside potential for the year 2021 is!
• It is clear to everyone, that “clean energy” and sustainable stocks are going to profit independently from the outcome of the U.S.
Election. Our problem in the selection of the best in class “green” Manager or single stock high convictions is the fact, that most
of companies are traded at very expensive multiples. Most of active managers underperformed the passive ETF PBW US (clean
Energy) or TAN US (solar etf) because focussed on valuations, meanwhile inflows are mainly in passive etfs and stock in the
basket are just bought based on flows and not on any analysis. We are monitoring multiple funds, etfs and active managed
certificate (long/short), because we also would like to increase our exposure in the “green” space, but we are still awaiting for the
right selection or timing. At the moment we are exposed with some single stocks, where we still see upside potential.
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Global news
• Goldman says it would upgrade its economic forecasts if there’s a blue wave: so GS starts to be bullish also if candidate Biden
would be elected as President, with a S&P 500 Index target of 3’800 points for year 2021.
• Trump held the negotiation for further stimulus in U.S. but Ms. Lagarde is prepared to add stimulus, cut rates to support European
Recovery. Also global central bankers are calling for renewed government spending to support families and businesses as the
battle against the coronavirus-triggered recession enters a newly critical phase.
• Costco starts selling Gold and Silver bars in its supermarkets!
• Passive ETFs now accounts for 46% of all U.S. Domiciled funds!
• Emerging Markets as a % of Global Assets under management are close to all time lows.
• EMA (European Medicines Agency) will start a rolling review of the companies’ coronavirus vaccine candidate, to approve a fast
track.
• Interesting and smart move of Alibaba, which has just agreed with the Swiss travel retailer Dufry to form a JV in China. Alibaba
is also planning an equity investment of 10% in Dufry via a capital increase.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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